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A Guide to Butterfly
Recording in Ireland
What is this guide?
The National Biodiversity Data Centre
is a national organisation for the
collection, collation, management,
analysis and dissemination of data
on Ireland’s biological diversity. The
Data Centre was established by the
Heritage Council in 2007 and is
funded by the Heritage Council and
the Department of Arts, Heritage,
Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.
The Centre is operated under a
service level agreement by Compass
Informatics Limited, an information
and location technologies company
focussed on applications in natural
resources and planning.
National Biodiversity Data Centre
Carriganore WIT West Campus
Waterford
X91 PE03

This guide describes the different ways you can help record and inform the conservation
of our 35 species of butterflies in Ireland. Along with casual recording and the Irish
Butterfly Monitoring Scheme, there are three new initiatives to introduce: the Butterfly
Atlas Project 2017-2021, Five Visit Monitoring Scheme and Single Species Monitoring
Schemes. This guide will discuss each approach and how they will all contribute to the
Butterfly Atlas Project over the next five years.

Why record butterflies?
1. They’re beautiful animals and if you have an interest in wildlife and wish to learn
more about a fascinating and accessible group of insects then butterflies are an
excellent group to begin with.
2. They’re in decline in Ireland and across Europe. For 16 out of the 35 species where
we have sufficient information, four are increasing, eight are decreasing and four are
too variable to assign a trend. A recent European study has found that since 1990,
we have lost 30% of our grassland butterflies and Ireland was identified as being in
the top five out of 21 countries for declines in both widespread and specialist species.
3. We need your help to gather accurate information on how their populations are
changing, both in the number of butterflies and where species now exist in the Irish
landscape.

Ireland
butterflies@biodiversityireland.ie
Tel.: +353-51-306240
Fax: +353-51-350973

Small Tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae),
Liam Lysaght.
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Why should I care about butterflies?

ii. enrichment of soils - the nitrification and enrichment
of soils impacts on the diversity of plants, shifting the
mix of species in a field or landscape towards species’
whose caterpillars feed on nitrogen-rich plants.

1. The greatest role of butterflies in our ecosystems are as
food for a range of other animals, including birds, mammals
and host of parasitic insects. It is estimated that, across
Ireland and Britain, Blue tits alone consume over 50 billion
butterfly and moth caterpillars per year.
2. Of the 31,500 species known to occur in Ireland 11,400
(36%) are insects. We know many of these species are also
in decline (along with the services they provide such as
pollination, pest control, decomposition etc.), but we simply
cannot monitor them all. Butterflies act as an ‘umbrella’
group whose changes simultaneously reflect changes across
a breadth of other terrestrial insect groups.
3. They are valuable indicators of change in the Irish landscape
and climate, whose assessment provides ground-truthed
biological information on:

iii. climate change - butterflies are now recognised as
sensitive and immediate indicators of climate change
and since 1990 warm loving butterflies have increased
and shifted northward across Europe by 114 km.

So what can I do to help record Irish
butterflies?
Get involved! No matter how much time you have, even a little
can be spent helping butterflies and helping us monitor them.
There is now a host of ways of getting involved and any time
you’re willing to give would be much appreciated and will make
a genuine impact on our ability to both conserve butterflies
and track changes in the Irish landscape and climate.

i. habitat loss and fragmentation - both decrease butterfly
population size and shift the mix of species in a
field, landscape or region towards wider countryside
generalists.

Your time per year

What this tells us

26 hrs

Irish Butterfly Monitoring
Scheme

8 hrs

Five Visits
Scheme/Atlas

6 hrs

Single-Species Monitoring/
Atlas

mins/hrs

Butterfly Atlas Project

mins/hrs

Casual recording

Monitoring

The variety of butterfly recording activities being co-ordinated by the Data Centre and
how they help us identify changes in phenology, population size and distribution.
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Phenological
changes
Population
changes
Distribution
changes
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The European Grassland Butterfly
indicator based on over 4,500 transects
(122 in Ireland) across 22 European
countries. Since 1990 30% of grassland
populations have been lost from the
European landscape.

Where does all the information go
and who uses it?
All the data collected by the Data Centre is open and freely
available to inform conservation. In this way it can be used
directly by the Data Centre and its partners, both nationally
and internationally, some current examples of its use include:
1. The Butterfly Population Index is a National Biodiversity
Indicator arising directly from our monitoring
schemes (http://indicators.biodiversityireland.ie/index.
php?qt=si&id=26).

6. Scientists in the University of Bern studying how climate
and landscape changes are how butterflies like the Red
Admiral migrate across Europe (https://insectmigration.
wordpress.com/red-admiral-migration/).
7. A team of 22 European scientists from across 17 countries
investigating which aspects of butterfly biology (e.g. wing
span, number of generations per year, diet breadth) make
them vulnerable to climate change, landscape change
or both and the consequences for effective butterfly
conservation (https://www.idiv.de/?id=430).

2. Community groups and non-governmental organisations
map our butterfly records to inform and track their
recording and conservation activities (http://www.ipcc.
ie/a-to-z-peatlands/marsh-fritillary-butterfly/)
3. Local and national government organisations have access to
our butterfly records to inform planning and conservation
management (http://maps.biodiversityireland.ie/).
4. The European Grassland Butterfly indicator and the
Phenology of Animal Species climate change indicator of
the European Environment Agency (http://www.eea.europa.
eu/data-and-maps/daviz/european-grassland-butterflyindicator-1#tab-chart_4).
5. Scientists in University College Dublin and Queen’s
University Belfast studying the impact of climate change and
land-use on the resilience of animals and plant communities
(http://www.ucd.ie/ecomodel/resilience.html).
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The Red Admiral (Vanessa atlanta) is the current model species for
investigating how land-use and climate are driving changes in the migratory
behaviour of insects. Photo: Tricia Roberston, 26/08/2016.
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Casual Recording

Time needed per year: mins to hrs
Casual recording is simply noting where, when and what
species of butterfly you have just seen. No matter where you
are, what time of year or whether it’s an adult or a caterpillar
(or even a chrysalis or egg if you’re good enough!), if you know
what species it is you can let us know here:
https://records.biodiversityireland.ie
The minimum amount of information we need for a record
to be submitted is:
-- Species name (English or scientific)
-- Location name
-- Irish grid reference (you don’t need to know this,
just click on the map at the website above to let
us know where)
-- Record date (when you saw the butterfly)
-- Your name
-- Your email address
Optional but useful information with your record could be
habitat information, what life stage you saw, the number seen
and, most importantly, a photo if you have one.

5,250 casual records were submitted by almost 400 recorders to the Data
Centre in 2016.
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Any of the butterfly records you submit to our database you
can then access, visualise on a map and download on the
above website. In addition, for anyone wishing to record as
a team, if you all use the same email address but add each
individual’s name to each record, you can work together to
record butterflies. Some groups are even using this to run
butterfly recording competitions e.g. who recorded the most
butterflies in May, who recorded more than 10 butterflies in 10
locations or who recorded the rarest butterfly across the year!
Casual recording of butterflies is a fun and easy way of
contributing information to help map and conserve Ireland’s
butterflies. No matter how much or how little time you have
all records are valuable and will directly contribute to our
Butterfly Atlas project (see page 8)!
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Five Visit Monitoring
Scheme
Time needed per year: 5 to 6 hrs

Monitoring differs from casual recording in that you choose
a particular route walk and walk only this route recording
butterflies in a standardised way, repeating this on a regular
basis throughout the flight season of butterflies (in this case
five times). The adoption of a standardised approach allows
us to estimate the size of butterfly populations observed along
walk and how this changes over time. In ecology this is called a
transect or ‘Pollard walk’ after Dr. Ernie Pollard who established
the method in 1977 and it is now the widely used field protocol
for monitoring butterfly populations around the world.

Where should I walk?
You have two options:
1. If you have a particular walk you enjoy, it’s easy to access
and you want to monitor butterflies along this route for a
number of years, then wherever you want! If convenient, we
have also identified specific areas in each county prioritised
for butterfly recording (please see the county recording
plans at the end of this guide), but all contributions are
valuable so feel free to establish a route wherever suits
you best.
2. If you want to help us map out the current distribution of
butterflies across the landscape as part of the Butterfly Atlas
Project (see page 8), then there are particular areas where
it would be really helpful if you could walk a fixed route,
but for one year only. Then from 2017-2021 you can choose
a new route each year. Either during or at the end of the
altas project, if you find a route that you particularly enjoy
then it would be hugely beneficial if you continued to walk
this route every year as part of the Five Visit Monitoring
Scheme.

An example butterfly monitoring transect walk divided into nine sections.
Per section, all butterflies are recorded and the % sunshine noted.

What does a monitoring walk ‘look’
like?
Overall, it should be 1-2 km in length or a distance you can
comfortably walk in an hour. You should divide up your walk
into 5-15 smaller sections e.g. from your front door to the start
of the hedgerow, section 1; from the start of the hedgerow to
the end of the hedgerow, section 2; etc. Per section, as you
walk along you record all the butterfly species and numbers
of each you see within 2.5 m either side of yourself and 5 m
in front and above (a 5 m2 recording ‘box’).
To register your walk with us and sign up for an online account
to enter and manage your butterfly records, please go here:
https://surveys.biodiversityireland.ie/
There’s a full tutorial on how to set-up your walk online here
(but never hesitate to get in touch if you need any help):
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-biodiversity/surveys/
butterfly-monitoring-scheme/resources/

At what times of year should I walk
my route?
For this scheme, we ask you walk the route at least five times
throughout the year: twice between mid-April to mid-June,
at least two weeks between walks, three times across July
and August, again at least two weeks between walks. The two
week gap ensures that we get a more even picture of how the
butterfly community is changing along the walk across the
recording year.

Recording ‘box’ within which all butterflies are counted as part of the Five
Visit Monitoring and Irish Butterfly Monitoring Schemes.
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Flight table of Ireland’s butterfly species.
The recording periods for the Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme in green, and in red for both the Five Visit Monitoring
Scheme and Butterfly Atlas Project. The colours in the table indicate the average counts observed in each time period relative
to the peak numbers for each species e.g. black = 67-100% of peak numbers, dark grey = 34-66% of peak numbers, light grey
= 1-33% of peak numbers.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Small Tortoiseshell
Peacock
Red Admiral*
Painted Lady*
Brimstone
Comma**
Orange-tip
Speckled Wood
Green-veined White
Holly Blue
Green Hairstreak
Large White
Small White
Meadow Brown
Wall Brown
Common Blue
Small Copper
Small Heath
Clouded Yellow*
Pearl-bordered Fritillary
Dingy Skipper
Wood White***
Ringlet
Marsh Fritillary
Small Blue
Silver-washed Fritillary
Dark Green Fritillary
Grayling
Large Heath
Gatekeeper
Small Skipper
Essex Skipper
Purple Hairstreak
Brown Hairstreak
* Migrant species
** Populations are an admixture of resident and migrant individuals
*** Represents two cryptic species indistinguishable in the field, Leptidea sinapis and Leptidea juvernica.
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Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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Five Visit Monitoring
Scheme
Time needed per year: 5 to 6 hrs

Under what conditions should I
walk my route?
Anytime between 10:00-17:00; clearly, some butterflies do
fly outside of these times and especially during the summer
months, but this time window ensures that all species will be
in flight when you record along your route.

Although we want to see and record butterflies, sometimes
when we walk our route even under ideal weather conditions
are right we don’t see any butterflies. This is very important to
note and still counts as a valid butterfly walk. An absence can
be as informative as a presence in our estimates of population
change, so please submit this information to the scheme.

Where do I submit the information
from my walk?
Into your online account here: https://surveys.
biodiversityireland.ie/

You should also avoid recording in poor weather conditions, so
only record when temperatures are 13C or above and at least
60% sunshine (e.g. when 60% of the sky is cloud free). When
temperatures are 17C or above, the % sunshine is no longer a
constraint. The wind speed should also be less than Beaufort
scale 5 (small trees in leaf begin to sway).

There’s a full tutorial on how to enter your records online here
(again, never hesitate to get in touch if you need any help):
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-biodiversity/surveys/
butterfly-monitoring-scheme/resources/

What should I record along my
route?

The Five Visit Monitoring Scheme is designed to be a ‘reducedeffort’ monitoring scheme that allows us estimate butterfly
population change in concert with the more comprehensive
Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (see page 11) and UK
Butterfly Monitoring Scheme in Northern Ireland, both of
whom estimate population AND phenological (flight times
of different generations and species) change from April until
September.

Bring along a notebook and note the date, the time you started,
the time you ended, the average wind speed throughout your
walk, and the average wind direction throughout your walk.
Per section of your walk, estimate the % sun (the % of the sky
that is cloud free), record each species of butterfly and the
number of each. For anyone wishing to use a standardised
form to record these details, you can download one from here:
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-biodiversity/surveys/
butterfly-monitoring-scheme/resources/

Wall Brown, Lasiommata megera, Rodney Daunt 15/09/2009
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Why only five times per year?
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Butterfly Atlas Project
2017-2021

How can I get involved with the
Butterfly Atlas Project?

Time needed per year: mins to hrs

Under what conditions should I
walk my route?
Our monitoring schemes are all excellent ways of identifying
changes in butterfly populations, but they can’t effectively
tell us about where different species are now found across the
island of Ireland and how this has also changed. Given the
growing enthusiasm for butterfly recording and conservation,
and the need to update previous conservation assessments
(2010 Irish Red List No. 4: Butterflies), it is an ideal time to
launch an atlas of Ireland’s butterflies.
Running from 2017 to 2021 the Butterfly Atlas Project will bring
together information from all our butterfly recording activities
into one overarching project. Whatever you contribute, be it
the gold-standard information provided by the Irish Butterfly
Monitoring Scheme, a Five Visit Monitoring Scheme walk, a
Single-Species Monitoring Scheme like the Marsh Fritillary
scheme or casual records of butterflies from wherever you
are, all are of value and will contribute directly to the atlas.
The project is an all-island initiative being co-ordinated by
the National Biodiversity Data Centre in collaboration with
Butterfly Conservation Ireland, Butterfly Conservation UK,
the Centre for Environmental Data and Recording, supported
by the Dept. Art, Heritage, Gaeltacht, Regional, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs and the Northern Ireland Environment
Agency.

If you’re already involved with one of our monitoring
schemes then thank you (!) and keep going as you are already
making a valuable contribution. Otherwise, we’ve adopted a
‘checkerboard’ design to help evenly spread recording effort
across the island of Ireland consisting of high- and low-priority
10 km2 squares.
High-priority 10 km2 squares: we aim to have each of these
squares surveyed by a Five Visit Monitoring Scheme walk for
a minimum of one year.
Low-priority 10 km2 squares: we aim to have each of these
squares visited and casual records submitted at least twice
in one year, once in mid-April to mid-June and again across
July and August.
Overall, in addition to recorders currently supporting our
monitoring schemes, in the Republic of Ireland we aim to
cover on average 69 high-priority squares and 70 low-priority
squares per year and in Northern Ireland 12 high- and 15 lowpriority squares per year from 2017-2021 (see table below).
To find out what low- and high-priority squares are in your
county, please look at our county recording plans at the end
of this guide. If you are going to ‘adopt’ either a low- or highpriority square, please contact us and let us know which square
as we will keep a central register and update our website
frequently to let everyone know which squares are being
covered and which ones are still available.

Republic of Ireland

Northern Ireland

10 km2 square type

High-priority

Low-priority

High-priority

Low-priority

No. of 10 km2 squares

403

407

89

93

No. of squares with an existing monitoring
scheme

59

57

30

20

No. of squares to be targeted for the atlas

344

350

59

73

No. of squares to be targeted per year

69

70

12

15
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Butterfly Atlas Project
2017-2021
Time needed per year: mins to hrs

Map of high-priority (blue) and low-priority (white)
squares to be targeted as part of the 2017-2021 Butterfly
Atlas project. Symbols indicate existing monitoring
scheme walks that are already contributing to 166
10 km2: circles - Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme;
squares – UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme; triangles –
UK Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey.

Where do I send my information?
For all recording in Northern Ireland, please submit records
to the Centre for Environment Data and Recording (CEDaR)
https://nmni.com/cedar or contact Catherine Bertrand
(cbertrand@butterfly-conservation.org) in Butterfly
Conservation Northern Ireland.
In the Republic of Ireland, for high-priority 10 km2 squares
please register and use our online Five Visit Monitoring Scheme
website: https://surveys.biodiversityireland.ie/
For low-priority squares, keep submitting your records to
https://records.biodiversityireland.ie and we will frequently
update our website to indicate recording activity across these
squares each month.
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What will the information be used
for?
As with all our recording schemes, we aim to provide the
highest quality information to conserve Ireland’s butterflies.
The butterfly atlas project aims to identify where our butterfly
species currently are and the size of their populations. Without
this information, it would simply be impossible to effectively
plan and target actions to conserve these species. The two
high profile outputs from project will be the publication of
the atlas and an updated formal conservation assessment, or
Red List (International Union for the Conservation of Nature
Red List Assessment of Ireland’s Butterflies) following soon
after. As outlined at the start of this guide, all data collected
in the Republic of Ireland will be made freely available under
an Open Data licence.
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Single-Species Butterfly
Monitoring
Time needed per year: 3 to 6 hours

For 21 out of the 32 resident butterfly species in Ireland, a
combination of information from the Five Visit Monitoring
Scheme (page 5) and the Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme
(page 11) allows us to accurately estimate changes in their
populations over time. However, for 11 species they are either
too rare to be consistently detected or the methods employed
in our other monitoring schemes are inappropriate for their
biology (see table at end of guide). Overall, these species
require targeting monitoring for us to be able to effectively
track how their populations are changing. However, we do
not have the resources to simultaneously launch monitoring
schemes for all of these species, but we will aim to do so
individually over the coming years.
At present, we have one established monitoring scheme for
the threatened Marsh Fritillary (Euphydryas aurinia). Being
an Annex II species under the EU Habitats Directive, the
habitat of this species is currently protected within Special
Areas of Conservation where it is listed as a Qualifying Interest.
Therefore, in collaboration with the National Parks and
Wildlife Service, the Northern Ireland Envrionment Agency
and Butterfly Conservation Northern Ireland, in 2015 the Data
Centre trialled and established an All-island Marsh Fritillary
Monitoring Scheme across 49 core sites for this species.

Marsh Fritillary larval web, Damaris Lysaght, 10/09/2015

What is involved and how can
I help?
When monitoring for Marsh Fritillary we don’t count the adult
butterflies, but instead survey for the number of fist-sized larval
webs constructed by colonies of its caterpillars. These only
occur in late August and September on the specific foodplant of
the caterpillar Devil’s-bit Scabious (Succisa pratensis). As part
of the monitoring scheme we conduct a standardised search
for these larval webs and, in parallel, a habitat assessment of
the area inhabited by the larval webs. In total, once per year,
this typically takes 5 hours for a 1 ha site.
This style of monitoring is quite different to what our recorders
normally undertake and so unless you have prior experience,
some training or direct guidance is necessary. Overall, if you
know of an extensive area of Devil’s-bit Scabious and have
permission to access the area to conduct the survey, please
see our website for further information on how to conduct
the survey and any upcoming free workshops: http://www.
biodiversityireland.ie/record-biodiversity/surveys/butterflymonitoring-scheme/singlespecies

Are there any other singlespecies monitoring schemes in
development?
Marsh Fritillary (Euphydryas aurinia), Liam Lysaght, 31/05/2011
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Yes! We’re trialling two schemes this year, one based on
counting adult butterflies of Large Heath (Coenonympha tullia)
to be conducted in July and another based on counting Brown
Hairstreak (Thecla betulae) during the winter months. If you
want to get involved in the trails or the schemes in later years,
all the details will be available from the same Single-Species
Monitoring Schemes website at the above link.
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Irish Butterfly
Monitoring Scheme

Time needed per year: 26 to 30 hours
This monitoring scheme represents the gold-standard in
terms of the information that a citizen scientist can provide
to support butterfly monitoring and conservation. The Five
Visit Monitoring Scheme this project aims to estimate changes
in butterfly population size across seasons and across years.
Unlike the Five Visit Monitoring Scheme, this project also
accurately tracks the phenology (flight periods of each species
and each generation per species) of our butterflies too and our
recorders do this my walking their route once a week from
April to September.

Again, if you have a particular walk you enjoy, it’s easy to access
and you want to monitor butterflies along this route for a
number of years, then wherever you want! If convenient, we
have also identified specific areas in each county prioritised
for butterfly recording (please see the county recording plans
at the end of this guide), but all contributions are valuable so
feel free to establish a route wherever suits you best.

Why is this scheme considered the
‘gold standard’?

1. Weather permitting, you walk your route once per week
starting on the 1st April to September 29th. Ideally,
monitoring once per week will yield 26 relatively evenly
spaced counts of the butterfly community on your walk
per year.

We hope that walking and recording butterflies every week
will always be a pleasure and that by participating in the Irish
Butterfly Monitoring Scheme there will be the added incentive
to keep active along a walk you enjoy and to contribute
valuable information to conserve these deserving insects.
The information arising out of the Irish Butterfly Monitoring
Scheme is highly valuable, in that by conducting 26 counts per
year we get an accurate estimate of species’ population sizes
but equally importantly, how this changes throughout the
flight season. This directly contributes to how we measure
the impact of climate change on Irish wildlife and effectively
helps to ‘calibrate’ our analyses of the Five Visit Monitoring
Scheme and related walks in the Butterfly Atlas Project. Both
the recorders and the information they provide from the Irish
Butterfly Monitoring Scheme are very much, and will continue
to be, the backbone of all our butterfly projects!

2. To submit your records, please register and use our online
Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme website: https://
monitoring.biodiversityireland.ie/. A full tutorial of how
to do so can be found here (but never hesitate to get in touch
if you need assistance): http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/
record-biodiversity/surveys/butterfly-monitoring-scheme/
resources/

Annual Recorders Event in Barleycove Co. Cork ably hosted by Damaris
Lysaght 13/08/2016

How do I get involved?
The approach is identical in all aspects to the Five Visit
Monitoring Scheme (page 5). The only two points that differ
are:
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